Abstract-High dimensional feature space could potentially hinder the efficiency and performance for machine learning, and high correlations between features may further increase the redundancy and diminish performance of learning algorithms. Domain ontology provides relationships and similarities between concepts in the specific area, and thus can be used to reduce redundancy by clustering concepts and revealing their functionality. In this paper, we study the problem of using high dimensional medication data to predict the probability of 30-Day heart failure readmission. We propose a feature reduction method for high dimensional dataset using a combination of two drug ontologies. By creating a tree structure of the combination, the method uses a greedy strategy to obtain a subset of features, which may have higher correlation with the class label but lower correlation with each other. Experimental results show that our methods improve the performance of heart failure readmission prediction (using only drug data) comparing to existing feature reduction methods without drug domain ontologies.
I. Introduction
Heart failure readmission has imposed a large financial burden to healthcare in the United States. According to published data from Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) for fiscal year 2010, the national rate of readmission for heart failure patients reached 25% with the mean cost per readmission to be $13,680 [1] . It is profitable for hospital readmission reduction teams and insurance providers to identify high-risk readmission group through analysis of routinely collected electronic health records (EHRs) when patients stay in the hospital.
One type of routinely collected EHRs is the in-patient prescription medication, which contains a significant amount of clinical information about the patient's health status. We believe it can be used to train a classifier to predict whether a patient with a heart failure might be readmitted within 30 days. In this pilot, we focus on using only the prescription drug list because the dataset we collected is already very large in size and in dimension such that it is difficult to process them directly. The goal of this work is to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset so that it is practically feasible to train a classifier to predict 30-day readmissions. In the future, we may incorporate additional types of information from the EHR.
One of the challenges for working with "big data" is that the features in the dataset may have a high dimensionality and be sparsely represented. This could potentially hinder the efficiency and performance for machine learning. In our problem, for example, the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Health System (UPMC-HS) employs 11,253 unique drug codes, and each patient could have up to 40 different drug codes administered during his/her hospital stay. Thus, the dataset built directly from these drug codes will have a high dimensionality and be very sparse. High dimensional data usually include a large number of irrelevant, redundant or abnormal information, which can dramatically diminish the performance of learning algorithms [2] . These impurity and noise in the dataset would damage the performance of machine learning algorithms.
The main contribution of this work is a method for reducing the dimensionality of the prescription medication dataset through the use of drug ontologies as domain knowledge resources. Ontological relationships can help to cluster the drugs by a set of criteria including therapeutic intention, active ingredient, precise clinical name and others. Our approach is a three-step process. First, we combine two publicly accessible drug ontologies (RxNorm and NDF-RT) into a coherent treestructured hierarchy. Then, we apply a greedy-based search strategy to select a subset of nodes in the tree-structured drug ontology as filtered features. Finally, we apply the information gain ratio as a measurement to filter the features. This paper is organized as follows. Section II lists related work on feature selection using domain ontology and heart failure readmission prediction problem. Section III presents the method to build tree-structure drug ontology, feature dimensional reduction method and evaluation method. Section IV describes the experiment setup and results. Section V concludes the paper with future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Heart failure readmission prediction is still a challenge. Current literatures show the area under the ROC curve for 30-day readmission ranges between 0.60 and 0.69 [3] . High performance models may rely on many features that are not routinely collected, (e.g. number of home address changes) [4] or some features that are not easy to be automatically retrieved (e.g. history of percutaneous coronary intervention) [5] . Therefore, those models can have limited use for prediction systems using routinely collected data. We use routinely collected prescription medication during patients stay from Medical Archive System (MARS) hospital pharmacy data repositories. Then, we employ drug ontologies to reduce the feature dimension to a feasible size. The whole procedure can be done in online mode. Therefore, it can be integrated into automatically readmission prediction systems and could be helpful to reduce the readmission possibility.
Dimension reduction algorithms can fall into two categories: feature selection and feature extraction [6] . Feature selection is the process of identifying a subset of features in the train dataset that might be most helpful for machine learning algorithms. Generally, there are two types of feature selection methods: wrapper model and filter model. The wrapper model is to use a particular classifier (learning algorithm) as evaluator to get a subset features that most suitable for that classifier. The filter model is to select a subset of features without the dependency on certain classifier. For example, information gain (IG), information gain ratio (GR), χ 2 statistics can be used to as measurement for filter models [7] . Feature extraction transforms the original dataset into a smaller set of new features that still capture most of the information [2] . For example, principal components analysis (PCA) can be used as feature extraction model, which uses the dependencies between variables to represent the high-dimensional data in a more tractable, lower-dimensional form, without losing much information. Domain knowledge resources are not included in these dimension reduction algorithms. Our drug ontology based feature dimension reduction method employs drug ontology as knowledge resource combining the correlation measurement heuristics, which is more feasible to our drug dataset. Domain ontology guided feature-selection method has been proposed to do document categorization. In [8] , researchers mapped original terms to concepts based on Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) knowledge, used a bottom-up hill climbing search algorithm to find an optimal subset of concepts, and showed improved accuracy of a KNN classifier. However, the bottom-up feature search method uses heuristic function to test whether includes a feature or not. The heuristic function uses a KNN classifier, which calculates the similarity between each pair of instances in the dataset. It is not feasible for our dataset with large number of instance and feature as its time complexity.
III. METHODS
In this section, we first present the hierarchical drug ontology that we constructed by combining two publicly available drug ontologies: namely the RxNorm and the National Drug File Reference Terminology (NDF-RT). Then, we demonstrate a greedy based top-down search strategy to do feature selection based on the hierarchical drug ontology we constructed. Finally, we introduce the learning model used for evaluation and evaluation criterion.
A. Constructing a Hierarchical drug ontology using RxNorm
and NDF-RT Drug ontologies are important to communicate, compare and sharing drug data among different systems. Moreover, they can provide semantic meanings, functionality, and relationship of drugs [8] . However, because of the inherent complexity and broad scope of drug domain knowledge, the coverage of single drug ontology can be limited. Also, due to the incomplete coverage issues, the combination among different drug ontologies is not a trivial task. In this work, we assume that therapeutic intention of drugs, general active ingredients, dosage, and dose form may be important factors to the heart failure readmission prediction. Thus, we utilize RxNorm and NDF-RT to get a new drug ontology, where RxNorm serves as drug thesaurus and NDF-RT serves as drug functionality knowledge base. RxNorm is a standardized drug ontology and terminology system maintained by the US National Library of Medicine [9] . It provides normalized naming system for both generic and branded drugs [10] . As it defines unique identifier for medicines and drugs from a various number of sources, it can be used to exchange and communicate between different drug terminology systems efficiently. Besides, RxNorm provides relationships between generic drugs, branded drugs, clinical drug component, precise ingredient, generic name ingredient and so forth. However, it does not provide the interaction between drugs, or therapeutic drug classification purpose. Fig.  1 shows the hierarchy structure of RxNorm.
NDF-RT is a drug ontology from the Veterans Health Administration [11] . Like RxNorm, NDR-RT also provides relationship between drugs and ingredients. Moreover, it provides two lists of drug classes: Legacy VA classes and External Pharmacologic classes [8] . Fig. 2 shows the hierarchy structure of NDF-RT. Legacy VA classes can be used as clinically oriented drug classification, which are organized into a shallow hierarchy [12] from one level up to three levels. Specifically, Legacy VA Classes classify drugs according to chemical or pharmacological function, or by therapeutic function. A clinical drug (for VA Products level) is assigned to only one VA class. Therefore, clinical drugs can be classified according to VA classes. However, the coverage of NDF-RT is not as good as RxNorm. Approximately 54% of RxNorm drug concepts cannot find its corresponding NDF-RT concepts [9] . Most of these miss-mappings are due to the differences in dosage, strength, route form, and brand names [13] . One challenge of using patient prescription information is that data are all coded with local coding systems of each hospital and the hierarchical relationships of these nonstandardized codes are not available in any knowledge resources (e.g. RxNorm and NDF-RT).
To solve this problem, we first use the code description information (e.g. clinical drug name) to find the most approximate RxNorm concept unique identifier (RXCUI). If no RXCUI can be found using the full clinical drug names, we truncate the dosage part of the description to find the corresponding RXCUI. For example, if we cannot find the RXCUI for drug "GATIFLOXACIN 0.5% OPH SOLN 2.5ML", we will use "GATIFLOXACIN 0.5% OPH SOLN" to search for its corresponding RXCUI.
Then, we employ a two-stage approach proposed in [13] to get approximately 93% of RXCUI mapping to NDF-RT unique identifier (NUI). Specifically, we first find the ingredient given a RXCUI code by searching the relationship defined in RxNorm. Then, we use the RXCUI of the ingredient to find its corresponding NUI. For the mapped NUI, we find the VA Class using the relationship between ingredients and clinical drugs in NDF-RT.
We create a tree structure to represent the hierarchical relationship between drugs based on ontology knowledge. This tree structure is derived from a combination of RxNorm and NDF-RT. RxNorm uses five levels for generic drugs: Ingredient (IN), Precise Ingredient (PIN), Clinical Drug Component (SCDC), Clinical Drug From (SCDF) and Clinical Drug (SCD). The differences between these five layers are as respect to the active ingredients, strength, and dose form [13] . Branded name (BN), Branded Drug Component (SBDC), Branded Drug Form (SBDF), Branded Name with strength and dose form (SBD) are the corresponding levels for branded name drug concepts. We assume that this graph structure is overcomplicated for modeling drug information in the heart failure readmission prediction problem. To reduce the complexity, we construct a new hierarchy structure combining RxNorm and NDF-RT Legacy VA Classes, as shown in Fig. 3 . We add a pseudo node as the root node. The top three levels are NDF-RT Legacy VA Classes, as there are at most three levels in legacy VA Classes. For a particular clinical drug, there exits at most one corresponding legacy VA Class. These three levels represent the therapeutic intention of drugs. The fourth level represents the ingredient or ingredient groups of drugs. For a certain clinical drug, only one active ingredient or ingredient group is mapped to that drug. This level refers to the general active ingredients of drugs. The fifth level represents the RXCUI of drugs. There exists only one RXCUI given a certain clinical drug. This level refers the dosage of drugs. The lowest level represents the local drug code used by different hospitals. This level refers the dose form of drugs. According to the many-to-one mapping, this hierarchy ontology has a tree structure.
B. Greedy based top-down search strategy for feature seleciton
Our drug dataset is a high dimensional sparse imbalanced dataset. In order to utilize the tree structure drug ontology described in the previous section to do feature selection for the drug dataset, we propose a greedy based top-down search strategy. The strategy is shown in Fig. 4 . The greedy based top-down search algorithm is under the assumption that a good feature subset should contain features that are highly correlated with the target variable, yet uncorrelated with other features in the subset. The input of the algorithm includes the train dataset with class labels and the tree-structure drug ontology described in the previous section. The output of the algorithm is the selected subset of features. The features in the input dataset are local drug codes, and the features in the output dataset are nodes in the tree-structure drug ontology. That is, we clustering features in the original dataset based on the drug ontology.
The algorithm will perform the following routine.
First, traverse the drug ontology tree in Depth-first search (DFS) to get each the branch of the children of the pseudo root node. Based on the construction of the drug ontology, the children of the root are the first legacy VA Classes.
Second, for each branch, we sort the nodes according to Heuristic_Function. The Heuristic_Function we used in the experiment is the gain ratio measurement [14] . For a feature given the dataset, the gain ration of that feature can be calculated as follows:
IM (F) represents the information gain for Feature F, which is defined in [14] . IV (F) represents the information value of Feature F, which are defined as follows:
where x i . is the i th value of feature F; N is the size of the dataset. The Information gain helps to distinguish features which are most helpful to discriminating the class labels in a given train dataset. However, it prefers features with multiple distinct values. The gain ratio measurement can help reduce the problem by adding IV (F) to penalize attributes with large number of distinct values.
Third, we use a greedy-based strategy to prune the sorted list. Specifically, it iteratively removes the first element in the list and adds it to selected feature list. Then, remove all ancients and descendants of this element in the sorted list. Therefore, the selected features list can be interpreted as a mixture of concepts from different levels of the tree-structure drug ontology. The average time complexity of the prune strategy is O(n log n) , where n is the number of features in the original dataset. 
C. Machine Learning Model
A Naïve Bayes classifier is used to test the quality of the subset of features we selected. We chose to work with the Naïve Bayes classifier for several reasons. First, with the strong independence assumption, the correlations between features in the dataset may have a strong impact on the performance of Naïve Bayes classifier. Thus, if we have better performance of the Naïve Bayes classifier, we would probably have selected a better subset of features. Second, with the prior and the likelihood updated dynamically for each training instance, the classifier is robust to errors [15] . This property of Naïve Bayes helps to reduce the impact of the abnormal instances. Third, the outputs have a probability interpretation. Generally speaking, Naïve Bayes classifier often beat other more sophisticated classifiers in practice [16] .
D. Evaluation
In our experiments, we compare the performance of our feature selection methods against the performance achieved by feature selection methods without employing drug ontology. Specifically, we choose information gain feature filter and gain ratio separately as the baseline feature filters. The information gain feature filter model ranks the features based on their information gain, and select a number of top ranked features. The gain ratio feature filter uses the same routine, and the difference is that it uses gain ratio as ranking measurement. For the drug ontology based feature selection strategy, we use gain ratio and information gain as heuristic. We use Naïve Bayes classifier as learning model to perform the heart failure readmission prediction. We use the area under the Receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) to evaluate performances.
In addition, we also do experiment using a single level of the drug ontology we constructed. Specifically, there are five levels used in the experiment: three legacy VA classes, ingredient level, and RXCUI level. These experiments would help to give us some intuition about the relationship between different drug clustering granularities and readmission prediction.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In the experiment, we use prescribed medication during heart failure patients' hospital stay as studying dataset. Specifically, we retrieve all prescribed drug list of heart failure visits from 13 UPMC hospitals between Jan. 1, 2008 and Dec. 31, 2012. The inclusion criteria for heart failure visits are based on primary discharge diagnosis of heart failure as indicated by the following International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision-Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) Codes of 428 family and 402.01, 402.11, 402.91, 404.01, 404.03, 404.11, 404.13, 404.91, 404.93. Readmission is defined as rehospitalization for any cause to any of these 13 UPMC hospitals within 30 days of discharge. There are 15,964 heart failure admissions during the period of study (filtered from 20,933), including 3,831 readmissions (readmission rate: 24%). The features are defined by the local drug codes of the hospital medication system. There are 11,253 distinct local drug codes.
We perform the readmission prediction experiment using Naïve Bayes classifier with nine feature selection methods. Specifically, we use ontology based feature selection using gain ratio as heuristic, which is referred as ontology_based_selection_GR; ontology based feature selection using information gain as heuristic, which is referred as ontology_based_selection_IG; features only from the first level of legacy VA Class, which is referred as VA_class_level_1; features only from the second level of legacy VA Class, which is referred as VA_class_level_2; features only from the third level of legacy VA Class, which is referred as VA_class_level_3; features only from the ingredient level, which is referred as Ingredient; features only from the RXCUI level, which is referred as RXCUI; features selected from the local drug codes using gain ratio as measurement, which is referred as local_drug_code_GR; features selected from the local drug codes using information gain as measurement, which is referred as local_drug_code_IG.
We use General Linear Model (GLM) method [17] employed by SAS ® 9.3 (Copyright, SAS Institute Inc.) to analyze feature selection effects on model performance (5-fold cross-validation). The F test shows that the influence of drug ontology based feature selection is extremely significant (F value = 40.38, P<0.0001). Fig. 5 shows the marginal means (least-square means) [18] of AUROCs for the Naïve Bayes classifier with different feature selection methods. As is shown in Fig. 5 , feature subset selected by drug ontology based strategy using gain ratio heuristic outperforms other feature subsets. Fig. 7 reports pairwise comparisons (Tukey's Studentized Range (HSD) Test) [19] of mean AUROC of models with different feature sets selected with different methods. All of ontological processing methods have significantly improved the performance (p values are all less than 0.05). Moreover, ontology_based_selection_GR and ontology_based_selection_IG methods are significantly better than RXCUI method (differences of AUROC are around 0.02 to 0.03, p<0.05). In addition, ontology_based_selection_GR is significantly better than VA_class_level_1 (difference of AUROC is 0.02, P<0.05). Fig. 6 compares the performance of using different feature selection methods. The performance of the drug ontology based feature selection method not only achieves a higher AUROC value but also has a lower variance, which implies the stability of the performance using the method. For the results for each single layer in the drug ontology, the third level of legacy VA Class has a more stable performance. This observation might imply the third level of legacy VA Class can serve a more significant impact on the readmission prediction. With this indication, we can further explore the classification criteria of NDF-RT legacy VA Class level three in order to expand the current tree structure drug ontology, as the current NDF-RT legacy VA Class only covers approximately 93% of the drugs in our original dataset. In this paper, we proposed a method for building a drug ontology based greedy search strategy to do feature dimensional reduction. The method utilizes a tree structure constructed by combining two publicly accessible drug ontology knowledge base systems, namely, RxNorm and NDF-RT. The tree structure drug ontology has six levels. The top three levels are adopted from legacy VA Class level, which can be interpreted as the therapeutic intent of drugs. The fourth level is adopted from RxNorm, which can be viewed as active ingredients of drugs. The fifth level is also adopted from RxNorm, which can be viewed as unified drug identifier. The sixth level is adopted from local hospital medication system, which can be viewed as heterogeneous drug description. For this tree structure, we assume that each node can be interpreted as a feature. A node may have high correlation with its parent and children.
To reduce the influence of high correlation between features, we propose a greedy search strategy to get a list of nodes that have lower correlation with each other, but higher correlation with the class label. We use information gain ratio as measurement for greedy search strategy. The proposed method helps to select a subset of features to predict the probability of heart failure readmission. Naïve Bayes classifier, which is sensitive to high correlated features, is used to perform the prediction task. The experiment results show that our method outperforms feature selection methods without using drug ontology.
As a pilot study of a project who aims to leverage all routinely collected clinical information in EHRs for automatic heart failure readmission risk assessment, this research studies how to utilize drug data only to predict the 30-Day heart failure readmission. In order to achieve a better performance, we would combine other EHR types, such as demographics data, lab data, free-text inpatient reports and so forth, into the train dataset. These heterogamous data are gathered from different sources and the combination task is not trivial. In the future work, we will focus on combining drug data into dataset constructed using data from multiple sources and improve the performance of readmission prediction furthermore.
